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'ABSTRACT

A study was made, of the fracture in a model composite containing

ni~~el spher~s in ~ glass matrix. The macroscopic fracture characteristics

of the system were determined by fracture surface'energy, s~rength and

elastic'modulus measurements, The microstructures ~f the ~omposites were.~
defined carefully using quantitative microscopy ~nd the fracture processes

were studied using fractographic te~hniques.
"In particular, the technique

of,ultrasonic ftactography was used to study the ¢rack-particle inter

ac:::tions in detail.

It was found that for a non-bo'nded S glass-nicker system, the, .

crack shap~ changes were similar to those observed for'a g1ass-pore

system. Theoretical models were'u~ed ~o expl~in the crack shape

var1qtions and their effect on properties. These models were based
, ,

on the interaction of ~he stress field 'of the crack and the particles by
, .

lO,cal crack.,blunting and image, stresse~. Good agreement was obtained.

between theoretical predictions and.experjmental measure~nts of crack
. .

shape at breakaway and the !racture surface energy variations.
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the energetics involved f'n this ·process.
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I NTRODUCT rON
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• I-
Fracture is the ultima~e catastr~he that occurs in the defor-

mation of materials. 'In the last few dec~es a gre.ater understanding.
\ '

of the fracture properties of materials has'been developed, In. particu-
. , ~'

lQr, a scientific approach knOwn as fract~re~e6h~nics has recOgnized

"
l>

Historically, fracture mechanics was foUnded on a theoretical

and experimental study of brittle materials becau~e these materials ~re

amenable to mathematical formulation, In ',these materials the response

to stress is es'sentially .linear, especially ,in the'macroscopic sense.
fIl

'A fractur~ criterion can then be develbped which tecognize~ that a
,J

critical po,int should occur when 'the stored elastic energy'release rate

is at least equivalent to the fOfce necessary to produce the-required

fract~re surface. Extrapolations to sub-critical and super-critical

fracture behaviour have proved to be rather more inusive. Fracture

mechani cs i,s eS,sentia lly a conti nuum approach to .the fracture problem

but the material' scientist must a~oncerned with the aJomistic .
. ,

and microstructural aspects of the process. The solution to problems

such as the exact details 'of the ~nergy absorbing, mechanisms and crack

trajectori~s have proved more·intractable.

Fracture mechanics, even with its limitfrtions, has'enjoyed a

reasonable success with its e~trapolation to non-brittl~ mat~rials ...
Indeed the emphasis of .the development has been on metals due to their

structural importance. In recent years, however, it ha's been recognized

that br.ittle ceramics possess attractive' properties especially in high

"

."
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.
temperature applications. In the search for energy-saving' and energy

produc~ion--ilev;"ces, ceramics will play ar:' essential role.' Furthermore,'.
/ .

it has "been recog'nized that .the fracture process in britt"'e materials

is not simple; fracture is often ~he result of the competition of

several different processes and'not simply the production of new planar

surfaces. Impr:'oved' resistan'ce to fracture in ceramics was initlally

sought in pure single phas~ materials where enhanced, ductility was

thought po~sible. M.ore recently', the'search has turned ~o composite

materials wherein the pr:'esence of dispersed phases disturb the fracture

p,rocess.

, ,

It i's thej..aim of this thesis t.o s,tudy a model brittle composite
. ''il', .

syste~ and in particular to determine the basic physica1 proces~es that

. occur when a crack interacts with a' pijrticle of different ~hase. 'It

is hoped that such a study will help in the understanding'of the fracture

processes that,.occur in mo're complex sY$tems and aid in improved
, .

design of ~imple composi~e mtcrostructures.

J
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CHAPTER I

REVIEW: THE PRODUCTION AND DEFINITION

F A MODEL BRITTLE COMPO~JTE.SYSTEM

1.1 Overview

A model brittle particulate composite ca~ be produced by hot

pressing (pressure sintering) glass powder with the second phase particles.

This process allows well-dispersed' samples of high denstty to be formed

at temperatures less than those required by convention~l fabrication

techniques (provided the powder characteristics and structures are
, • ,:'''''~ Il ••. ... '~ .

understood). The lower temperatures allow contro1,of chemical reactions
, ,

that may 'occur between the matrix 'and the ,disperse'd phase .. The micro-

structur~s of such composites are simple and can be defi.r}ed in quanti-
"

tati ve terms.

~ince glass is generally considered'an ideal brittle solid,

'glass-matrix composites should allow the fracture processe~ occurring. . . ~'

to be studied in a basic fashion.

This first chapter reviews the relevant structure and properties

of 91 ass, the hot-presS'i n§ techni que' for fabri cadon and the quantHa-. , .

t1ve 'microscopy'needed to define composite microstructures.

1.2 The Vitreou~ State

Glass is a versatile material. The fabrication of which has

been exploited since the time of the Roman Empire. The diversity of.
. <$ '.

the properties of glass can be· attributed to'several factors. Firstly,

3
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the composition of glasses can\ vary over wide limits and can include.'
". . ,

sixty of the chemical elements. Within the cbmpositional limits, the

properties of glass often vary continuous.ly in a predictable' manner.

Secondly, the free energy of a glass is almost always gre~ter than

that of its crystalline counterpart thereby increas.ing ,the possibility

of further solid state reactions such as precipitation or decomposition.

Finally, glass is isotropic and can be made extremely p~re and homo

geneous.

The explo\tation of gl~ss properties has been achieved by viewing

it as a substance continuous with the liquid state,yet rigid. At inter;

mediate temperatures glass often behaves like a,viscous liquid, a,l1owing

simple fonnin'g operatiQns . .In this 'state, chemical reactions are sensi-

. tive",to. time, an'd temperature and therefore easily controlled. This
. .

ease of formation and structura1 Gon~rol has led to glasses being used
. .

as precursors for derivative materials such as glass-ceramics.

The definition, that Iglas? is a non-crystal'line s.olid'[l] seems

to include most known·features. of this material, but is somewhat

nebulous. Presumably, th,e transition from non-crystalline to c·rystalline.
is just a matter uf degree. It would seem that the diverse nature of

" ' .
'~{~Ss is reflected not'only in the difficulty to find uniform theories

" .
to'd~scribe its structure and properties but even.in its definition.

1.2.1 The Melting of Glass

. The main 'process in the industrial manufacture of. glass is the.

melting of inorganic oxid~s or salts. The section discusses ~he pro

puction of siiicate glasses. wit~ special reference to soda aluminosili

cate glasses, the system utilized in this thesis.
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During t~e melting process,·the batch is raised to 13500 C

16000 C (depending on the c'omposition) and many complex physical and

~hemical changes occur. The principal chemical reactions of decom

position arid dissolution take place during the melting stage. Glasses'

must also pass through a "re fining" stage, which allows chemical homo-

genization and dissolved gas and gas bubbles to escape. On the lab

scale the refining process is often aided by stirring.

(i) ~elting Reactions

Silica is the major constituent of most commercial glasses wjth '

oxides added as fluxes. These additions allow.control of viscosity,

"
chemical resistance,o'ptical and special properties'. For example, the

"soda-aluminosilica~e grass used in this work was chosen with special

'reference to its chemical's~abilityand thermal expansion coefficient.

The choice of raw material to supply a given component depends

on factors such as:

"a) avail abil ity

b) cost

c) impu,ri ty contents'

d.) parti cl e size
.

e) desi rabil ity of specifi c reacti on paths and
,,

f) volatilization characteristics and associated safety or pollution

cons i derati ons.

'Sil;Cl1 is· adde'd as natural sand or sandstone unless h,gh purity

is important .. It is also added in the f6rm of minerals contai~ing the
-

other oxides. For example, in cases where both alumina and aikaJi .. .
oxide~ are required, spodumene, petalite or other feldspar-related

~.~ -- --. -- -

..




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































